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We are a global strategic communications 
practice, combining a multidisciplinary team 
with a unique global footprint and wide sector 
experience. Our practice areas support ambitious 
companies in successfully executing M&A 
and driving value for shareholders.

Strategic Communications 
Our M&A Offering

Our role in mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is clear: provide 
the very best planning, execution and advice in order to optimise 
our clients’ M&A strategies. Our offering is unique, bringing 
together best in class, global financial communication, corporate 
communication and government affairs capabilities. Where 
other consultancies may “walk away” following completion, we 
use the expertise of our consultants to drive value generation 
through change communications and employee engagement.

Our experience in M&A dates back to 1988 and includes  
iconic deals such as Vodafone’s historic $100bn hostile bid  
for Mannesmann and the defence of Shire Group plc  
from an approach by AbbVie Inc. 

OUR STReNGThS

• Global footprint

• Deep industry sector expertise

• Multidisciplinary approach

•  A team that has successfully supported clients on some 
of the world’s most complex cross-border transactions

WhO We ARe
We are part of FTI Consulting, an NYSe-listed  
company with revenues of $1.68 billion. As a result, 
we can build cross-disciplinary teams from among 
4,400 professionals in 27 countries.

We provide a wide range of services across forensic 
accounting, financial and economic analysis, 
corporate finance, forensic technology, systems 
auditing and strategic communications, allowing us 
to build multidisciplinary teams to approach issues 
and challenges from a variety of perspectives. We 
combine our operational expertise and deep analytical 
understanding to tackle complex problems, ensuring  
that our clients understand the options available to them 
and are supported in their decision-making. 
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National and cross-border mergers 
and acquisitions create seminal moments 
in a corporation’s development, but they 
carry signifi cant risks for boards and 
their shareholders.

Key Success 
Factors

AS The ACQUIReR

National and cross-border M&A transactions create 
signifi cant opportunities but also risks. A management team 
has to persuade its board to support signifi cant M&A decisions. 
So the importance of de-risking transactions is not exclusive 
to shareholders, but it is also a fundamental step in 
“greenlighting” deals at board level. 

The key success factors for transactions include:

•  Clear and incisive understanding of business opportunities 
and risks

•  A tactical and strategic communications plan that takes into 
account various scenarios as they aff ect stakeholder groups

•  Full insight into the merger control issues that could 
face a transaction

•  A full diagnostic on the political issues that could aff ect 
the success or failure of a transaction and a public aff airs 
programme to address them

• An appreciation of tax risks associated with an acquisition

•  Proper analysis of investor sentiment to ensure broad 
support on day zero

•  A plan that de-risks the integration process and optimises 
value generation
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The success of any transaction is never assured. 
boards of companies with sound business 
models and strong defences can fi ght for their 
independence without appearing intransigent or 
failing in their fi duciary duty, but it’s a fi ne balance.

AS The TARGeT

In the event of a bid, defences can be further enhanced through:

•   A full understanding of the bidder’s fi nancial performance 
or underperformance

•   A full investigation of the bidder’s management track record 
and propriety

•   Engaging a fi nancial communications consultant who can best 
advocate the target’s value and investment case whilst;

•   Advocating the board’s strategy and defence plan to local, 
regional, national and transnational governments and regulators 
in a compelling manner

Companies can actively prepare their defences through 
ongoing communications at Capital Markets Days, quarterly 
results and through IR programmes that seek to cement investor 
support. However, the best prepared companies base their 
defences on ongoing preparation which seeks to:

•   Properly explain and quantify the company’s value proposition

•   Identify friends and foes in the stakeholder groups

•   Identify and assess merger control issues through thorough 
analysis and communications programmes created in 
partnership with other advisors

•   Properly understand how the current and future political 
environment could be leveraged to provide a line of defence

•   Assess the weaknesses of the likely aggressors through 
scenario planning

As many European companies have lost the ability to secure 
“poison pill” defence mechanisms, FTI has helped advise and draw 
up detailed defence manuals that surpass others in the market. 
These are then updated on a 6 to 12 monthly basis to ensure 
that the content is accurate and relevant, and incorporates any 
developments in M&A best practice.
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Large M&A transactions are complex and depend upon  
the right combination of expert sector insight and detailed 
knowledge of the stakeholder base, creative thinking and  
a truly global footprint that can leverage opportunities across 
time zones. On every count, FTI Consulting is best-positioned 
to advise on winning M&A communications strategies.

hOW We MAke M&A COMMUNICATIONS WORk

Pulling it 
All Together 

STRATEGIC
CONSULTING

AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT

PRECISE
TACTICS

M&A
SUCCESS

GLOBAL PLATFORM;
LOCAL PRESENCE

DEEP INDUSTRY AND
SPECIALIST SKILLS

GLOBAL MARKET LEADER IN M&A

• POSITIONING AND MESSAGING CREATION

• TOTAL ENGAGEMENT ACROSS ALL AUDIENCES
INCLUDING INVESTORS, EMPLOYEES, 
CUSTOMERS, SUPPLIERS AND REGULATORS

• MEDIA RELATIONS COUNSEL

• CHANNEL SELECTIONS

• TRANSACTION STRATEGY

• COMMUNICATION PLANNING

• RISK MITIGATION

• REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

• ISSUE IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT

• BRAND CREATION/INTEGRATION

• MEDIA STRATEGY

• AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY 
AND STAKEHOLDER MAPPING

• REGULATORY/COMPETITION 
AUTHORITY GUIDANCE

• POLITICAL COMMUNICATIONS

• PRESS ROOM

• MEDIA TRAINING

• COMMUNICATIONS MATERIALS AND TACTICS

• DURING AND POST-DEAL INTEGRATION

• MEDIA MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT

• REGULATORY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONSULTING
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OUR INTeGRATed, MULTI-STAkehOLdeR AppROACh TO M&A

Stakeholders cannot be viewed as isolated groups. They influence 
each other through personal contacts, NGOs and more powerfully, 
traditional and social media. When combined with our sector 
insights, FTI Consulting’s stakeholder-targeting capabilities 
coupled with 24/7 global support, provide an incredibly powerful 
and effective resource for advocating our clients’ M&A strategies.

Targeting Key  
Stakeholder Groups 

COMPANY
OPPORTUNITIES

• SET THE AGENDA

• DEMONSTRATE CONTROL

• MANAGE CHANGE

INTERNAL COMMERCIAL FINANCIAL POLITICAL REGULATORY
EMPLOYEES

MANAGEMENT

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS

CUSTOMERS

SUPPLIERS

BUSINESS 
PARTNERS

BUSINESS 
PROSPECTS

CONSUMER GROUPS

INDUSTRY ANALYSTS

MEDIA
NATIONAL

FINANCIAL/BUSINESS

NEWSWIRES

SPECIALIST OUTLETS

INDUSTRY AND TRADE

LOCAL

BROADCAST

ONLINE & SOCIAL

RATINGS 
AGENCIES

ANALYSTS

INVESTORS

REGULATORS
SUPRA-NATIONAL 
& NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE 
OFFICIALS

REGIONAL 
&  ELOCAL
GOVERNMENT

POLITICAL 
PRESSURE 
GROUPS

ACTIVIST HOLDERS

SPECIAL INTEREST
GROUPS

TRADE UNIONS

WORKERS’ 
COUNCILS

PENSIONERS

• MOTIVATE EMPLOYEES

• MAINTAIN CONFIDENCE

• ACCELERATE TOTAL 
SHAREHOLDER RETURNS

RISKS
• UNCERTAINTY & ANXIETY

• DESTABILISED BUSINESS

• LOSS OF PERFORMANCE

• INCREASE SCRUTINY
REGULATORY/APPROVALS

• EROSION OF CONFIDENCE/TRUST

• DESTRUCTION OF VALUES
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With a signifi cant presence in London, New York, 
Hong Kong and Sydney, FTI Consulting is staff ed by 
some of the most experienced M&A and activism 
communications advisors in the world, veterans of 
some of the largest public and private transactions.

Capital Markets
Communication

The fi rm’s reputation has been built on extensive experience 
of the equity and debt capital markets, combined with deep 
sector expertise, and colleagues who can provide leading advisory 
services in deal-critical areas that are highly complementary 
to investment banking, legal, tax and other advice.

The team has been fully stress-tested across international 
borders and is a leader in its fi eld.

Mergermarket 2014 Year end Global League 

Table for pR Advisors by Volume of deals

Firm Value (USD M) Deal Count

brunswick Group 536105 216

FTI Consulting 84202 189

Sard Verbinnen & Co 284880 160

Joele Frank 
Wilkinson brimmer 
Katcher

419115 126

Kekst (Publicis/
MSLGROUP)

110696 114

FTI CONSULTING, A LeAdeR GLOBALLY…

…ANd ALSO A LeAdeR IN eUROpe.

Mergermarket 2014 Year end european 
League Table pR Advisors by Volume of deals
Firm Value (USD M) Deal Count
FTI Consulting 61,674 151
brunswick 
Group 321,687 145

Finsbury 131,566 78
Maitland 
(AMO) 43,345 67

Citigate 23,598 65



Our leadership position is based on the quality 
and experience of our people. 

Two-time Pulitzer Prize
Nominated Reporter

Former Chief of Staff  to David Cameron
(UK Prime Minister)

Former Global Head of Communications 
and Marketing for Global banking

Two Former business Editors
Former Press Secretary for

US Vice President Joe biden

Former Vice President, Corporate 
Communications, Investment banking

Ex-National Security and Defence 
Presidential Advisor in Columbia

Former Head of Group Marketing and 
Communications, Asia Pacifi c

Former Spokesman of the 
German Federal President Former Executive Editor

Former Press Secretary for the US House
Minority Leader (now Speaker)

Former Vice President, Communications 
at Royal Dutch Shell

Former Director of Communications, 
US Securities and Exchange Commission Former Head of London Offi  ce

Former Attorney General 
for Western Australia
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Examples 
of Our Work

FTI CONSULTING SUCCeSSFULLY NAVIGATeS AN 
UNSOLICITed BId FOR ShIRe BY ABBVIe 

Pharmaceuticals company Shire was in the midst of a 
transformative strategy to become a prominent player in the 
biotechnology industry. Domiciled in the UK and surrounded by 
a fl urry of tax inversion activity by competitors, the company 
became a highly sought-after asset. After three unsolicited bids 
from AbbVie, the $46+ billion deal became public, requiring 
Shire to communicate its value proposition proactively as a 
standalone company, whilst remaining suffi  ciently positioned 
to allow for a successful deal. FTI Consulting provided a robust 
communications programme to communicate the growth 
opportunities of the standalone company to the investment 
community in the US and Europe, and to impart confi dence in 
the combined company, following a fi nal proposal agreed upon 
by both boards of directors, to the same stakeholder audience. 

Outcome: The media and analysts were increasingly positive 
towards the prospects of a standalone company. Strong 
international media coverage in the FT, WSJ, other major 
newswires and leading trade and business publications in the 
US and Europe, and the successful delivery of the message 
of a friendly deal between Shire and AbbVie to existing 
shareholders was achieved.

FTI CONSULTING AdVISeS peRRIGO ON 
The ACQUISITION OF eLAN CORpORATION

In July 2013, Perrigo (NYSE: PRGO) agreed to acquire Elan 
Corporation for a total consideration of $8.6 billion in cash 
and stock. The combined entity would be incorporated in 
Ireland, providing the company with compelling strategic 
and fi nancial benefi ts.

For this announcement, FTI Consulting advised and supported 
Perrigo as follows:

•  Examined comparable transactions to determine 
potential risks

•  Created a key messaging platform from which all other 
documents were developed

• Developed and executed a global media strategy

•  Created and implemented a public aff airs campaign to gain 
support and mitigate concerns regarding the change in 
domicile from Michigan to Ireland

•  Provided ongoing media, sell-side analyst and investor 
relations engagement and monitoring

Outcome: The deal was perceived positively by stakeholders, 
with the media and investment communities supporting the 
positive implications for Perrigo’s international expansion. FTI 
continues to be retained by Perrigo.
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FTI CONSULTING AdVISeS dISh ON 
pROpOSed MeRGeR WITh SpRINT 

DISH Network Corporation announced a proposed 
merger to Sprint Nextel Corporation for $25.5 billion. 
DISH was approaching Sprint as an unsolicited bidder, as 
Sprint had previously announced a merger agreement 
with Japan’s Softbank.

As a US technology leader with a track record of disrupting 
entrenched incumbents, DISH intended that its proposed 
merger with Sprint would create an industry-leading spectrum 
portfolio. The only company to off er customers a fully-
integrated, nationwide bundle of in-and out-of-home video, 
broadband and voice services. 

FTI Consulting helped in the development of all communications 
materials for the announcement and for all subsequent 
milestones and infl ection points; the development and execution 
of several public aff airs campaigns, proactive media strategies 
and the management of all media inquiries. 

Outcome: As a result of DISH’s proposal, Softbank was 
forced to revise its proposed off er for Sprint. Additionally, 
Sprint was forced to substantially raise its off er for Clearwire – 
a provider of 4G wireless broadband services – for which DISH 
had also submitted an off er. DISH ultimately withdrew both 
off ers at the end of June 2013.

FTI CONSULTING SUppORTS NOkIA ON 
deAL WITh MICROSOFT

In August 2013, FTI was engaged to prepare Nokia for one 
of the most complex communication programmes in its 
history. On 3 September 2013, Nokia announced the sale of its 
Devices & Services business (D&S) to Microsoft, which would 
see 32,000 employees transfer, and the Nokia phone unit fold 
into Microsoft.

For the three weeks leading up to the announcement, a team 
of eight consultants were based at Nokia’s headquarters in 
Helsinki, Finland, working to address a number of unique 
challenges: For Nokia it was a “moment of reinvention”. 
For Microsoft, it was a transition from a traditional software 
company to a devices company. The FTI team also worked 
hand in hand with the Investor Relations & Corporate Aff airs 
teams to plan appropriately for the eff ect of any external 
infl uencers on internal audiences. 

Outcome: by 3 September, FTI had successfully managed 
more than 16 work streams: drafting and supporting over 850 
drafts; managing the fi nal execution and messaging alignment 
of 180 documents; 15 presentations; 300 Q&A; 12 concurrent 
communication strategies; 12 global townhalls. All of these 
elements supported over 168 global communication activities 
ensuring that the transaction was understood in terms of what 
it meant for each individual employee. In the days following the 
announcement, business momentum was maintained. 
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Our Government Relations staff  are based in 
the most important centres of political activity 
(and the heart of competition law enforcement) 
in the world: Washington and brussels. The team’s 
strength lies with its diverse professional expertise, 
including seasoned consultants, former public 
offi  cials, competition lawyers and journalists with 
a trusted network of relationships through the 
US and EU institutions. 

Government Relations &
Competition Clearance

Our role is to provide strategic communications and 
advocacy advice, alongside active listening to provide high 
level reliable intelligence to shape and achieve business 
objectives. Our expert team supports tailored requirements 
ranging from audits and mapping of key stakeholders across 

the EU and the US to engagement programmes targeting 
infl uencers and key decision-makers, underpinned by media 
relations expertise. We have worked with many of the largest 
corporations and law fi rms on some of the most high profi le 
transactions in recent years.
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Examples 
of Our Work

SONY ATV/eMI MUSIC pUBLIShING: dAY TO dAY 
SUppORT IN LONdON, BRUSSeLS & WAShINGTON dC

FTI Consulting advised Sony ATV and its investor group on its 
proposed acquisition of the music publishing business of EMI. 
EMI had split its business into two, music publishing and music 
recording, and both acquisitions were notifi ed to the European 
Commission within a week of each other, at a time when 
second requests in the US were already under way.

The challenge therefore was to achieve the goal of avoiding the 
opening up of a Phase 2 in-depth investigation. This was against 
the backdrop of organised opposition from Impala, representing 
the authors and writers. It was important also to counter the bad 
publicity that could follow from their intervention.

We provided day to day competition public aff airs and media 
support around key issues through messaging, media briefi ngs 
and political stakeholder analysis and outreach. Working 
closely with the legal and economic advisors, we kept up to 
date with opposition activities and fed in intelligence on the 
case to the strategy. As a result the case was cleared in Europe 
in Phase 1 with remedies.

FTI Washington DC continued to work on the case, until fi nally 
clearance was also obtained in the US.

deUTSChe BÖRSe/NYSe eURONeXT: dAY TO dAY 
SUppORT FOR A hIGh-pROFILe MeRGeR CASe

FTI Consulting advised Deutsche börse AG, the German 
exchange group, on its proposed merger with NYSE Euronext, 
the transatlantic exchange group that includes the exchanges of 
New York, Paris, Amsterdam, brussels, Lisbon, and Liff e – the 
UK derivatives exchange. 

After the deal went to Phase 2 and a statement of objections 
was issued, it became clear that this was about to attract 
unwelcome attention both within the Commission and in the 
media. Additionally, the deal was being reviewed against a 
backdrop of EU regulatory developments, designed to create 
new rules for trading on fi nancial markets, being introduced 
to provide more security post-fi nancial crisis.

In addition to the day to day competition support around the 
proposed deal, FTI Consulting provided public aff airs and media 
relations support to the company, through messaging, media 
briefi ngs and political stakeholder analysis and outreach.

ARCeLOR MITTAL: pA & MedIA SUppORT ThROUGh 
A hOSTILe BId ACROSS GeOGRAphIeS 

Relatively unknown Indian-owned company Mittal Steel 
launched a hostile bid for Arcelor. Due to the historic and 
strategic importance of the steel sector in Europe, the bid 
provoked adverse reaction from European governments 
(France, Spain, belgium, Luxembourg). 

Working alongside banking, legal and investment advisors 
we developed and implemented a political strategy and 
contact programme at EU and national levels in those 
countries, coordinated multi-country events, and provided 
communications support with unions, think-tanks, NGOs and 
other political infl uencers. 

The outcome was the successful creation of the world’s 
largest steel company. The client commented: “Government 
Relations made a diff erence”.

OMV/MOL NYRT: pOLITICAL FACILITATION 
OF A pOTeNTIAL MeRGeR 

OMV AG’s launched a hostile bid for Hungarian competitor 
MOL Nyrt, worth €16 billion with major political, cross-party, 
public and media backlash to the off er in Hungary. The 
competition hurdle was set high in a relatively small geographic 
market (two competing refi neries in close proximity). 

FTI developed clear political and geopolitical messaging and 
high level contact programmes with key infl uencers and 
decision-makers. Contact was made with the brussels press 
corps, think-tanks, NGOs and other political infl uencers. 

At the European Commission, the Directorate General for 
Competition refused to accept behavioural remedies off ered by 
the company and notifi cation was withdrawn.
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FTI Consulting’s global investigative practice 
combines an experienced, multidisciplinary  
team with a unique and well-tested network  
of sources and relationships.

Global Risk &  
Investigations 

Our business is to find the insights and intelligence our clients  
need to shape and achieve their strategies. Our expert teams 
support tailored requirements within hugely complex M&A 
transactions and transactional due diligence. Working with many  
of the world’s largest corporations and law firms on their most 
sensitive issues, the integrity of our analysis and the confidentiality 
of client information are core values in what we do.

OUR STReNGThS

•  You can deal with us safe in the knowledge that we will 
conduct our human-source work in compliance with US 
and international laws

•  With offices in all major financial capitals and extensive networks 
of proprietary sources, we can support our clients wherever their 
interests and concerns may lie

•  Our analysts and experts have extensive experience in the 
regions they cover, ensuring that investigative intelligence 
is viewed in its appropriate local context

CASE STUDY 
hOSTILe TAkeOVeR

Our team conducted a cross-jurisdictional investigation into a 
suspected hostile takeover of a European company. Our client was 
concerned that it was subject to a hostile takeover by a company 
about which it knew very little; the true ownership of the company 
was unclear, but our client suspected that three individuals 
with a history of fraudulent business practices were involved. 

We carried out discreet source enquiries and public record 
research across five jurisdictions which established that all 
three individuals were linked to the opponent company and 
had been involved in activities ranging from asset stripping 
to bribery and the illegal transfer of companies offshore. In 
addition, one subject was wanted on criminal charges in his 
home country. Our client was able to use the findings of our 
investigation to inform their country’s authorities regarding the 
true nature of the individuals behind the takeover attempt.

CASE STUDY 
ACTIVIST INVeSTORS

We provided research and analysis to assist our client, active 
in the oil and gas sector, defend itself against two aggressive 
activist investors, in conjunction with FTI Consulting’s Strategic 
Communications practice. We assessed their previous modus 
operandi and the dynamics between the two activists to 
determine which partner was the key driver of their strategy 
and to assess whether they had any credibility within the oil and 
gas sector. We identified a series of reputational and regulatory 
concerns around the main opponent fund linked to its previous 
investments, none of which were related to oil and gas.

These efforts allowed our client to understand the activists’ likely 
future approach and to bring to public attention the concerns 
around the activists’ lack of experience in the sector and difficulties 
with the regulatory authorities.



A Unique  
M&A Solution

M&A transactions are rife with complexity.  
When a friendly transaction encounters activism or  
an interloper, different services are required –  
only FTI Consulting has the ability to supplement its 
transaction communications with a suite of business 
intelligence services such as global investigations, 
forensic accounting and valuation/diligence – services 
that we have provided in some of the largest hostile 
M&A and activism situations in the past 12 months.

Our successful defence of Allergen against a hostile takeover by Valeant and Pershing Square is a perfect 
example of our capabilities in action, combining our expertise in communications with investigative and 
forensic accounting support.

CASE STUDY 
hOSTILe TAkeOVeR

Faced with a hostile bid by Valeant and shareholder activist 
Pershing Square, Allergan launched a multi-faceted 
campaign covering legal, financial, public relations and 
anti-trust bases to prove the bid not only undervalued 
Allergan but that the cultural and structural combination 
of Valeant and Allergan would destroy value.

FTI Consulting’s role in this campaign included the following:

•  Organised a dedicated team of forensic accountants, 
investigators and industry experts to perform in-depth 
reverse due diligence on Valeant’s historical financial 
statements, prior M&A targets and other publicly disseminated 
information to identify US GAAP and other disclosure and 
regulatory issues, as well as other potentially false and 

misleading statements. This work was used to assess 
whether Valeant’s common stock should be considered as 
an acceptable form of currency in the proposed merger

•  Provided litigation support in connection with state 
and federal lawsuits associated with corporate 
governance and insider trading allegations

•  Used our network of experts to respond to public statements 
by Valeant/Pershing and the media regarding certain facts 
and circumstances associated with the proposed merger

•  Supported consistent, positive coverage across 
major media and financial outlets

•  Caused Valeant to raise its bid three times and ultimately 
enabled an environment and a sufficient amount of time for 
a “white knight” offer to be made by Actavis plc, an increase 
of 43% over the initial Valeant/Pershing Square offer
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Global Capability  
Local presence

Uk

Edward Bridges 
edward.bridges@fticonsulting.com 
+44 (0)20 3727 1067

US

David Roady  
david.roady@fticonsulting.com 
+1-212-850-5632

Steven Balet 
steven.balet@fticonsulting.com 
+1-212-850-5735

FRANCe

Arnaud Salla  
arnaud.salla@fticonsulting.com 
+33 (0) 1 47 03 68 65

Guillaume Granier  
guillaume.granier@fticonsulting.com 
+33 (0) 1 47 03 68 61

GeRMANY

Lutz Golsch 
lutz.golsch@fticonsulting.com 
+49 (0) 69 920 37 110

UAe

John Hobday 
john.hobday@fticonsulting.com 
+971 4 437 2107

RUSSIA

Oleg Leonov 
oleg.leonov@fticonsulting.com 
+7 (495) 795 06 23

hONG kONG

Cara O’Brien 
cara.obrien@fticonsulting.com 
+852 3768 4537

SOUTh AFRICA

Frank Ford 
frank.ford@fticonsulting.com 
+27 21 487 9022

Max Gebhardt 
max.gebhardt@fticonsulting.com 
+27 11 214 2402

AUSTRALIA

Paul Downie 
paul.downie@fticonsulting.com 
+61 2 8298 6109

INdIA

Amrit Singh Deo 
amrit.singhdeo@fticonsulting.com 
+91 22 6742 9020

GLObAL RISK & 
INVESTIGATIONS

Uk 

Sarah Keeling 
sarah.keeling@fticonsulting.com 
+44 (0)20 3727 1284

US

Peter Nolan 
peter.nolan@fticonsulting.com 
+1 212-651-7148

BeLGIUM

Julia Harrison 
julia.harrison@fticonsulting.com 
+32 (0) 2 289 09 34

Louise Harvey 
louise.harvey@fticonsulting.com 
+32 (0) 2 289 09 35

Claire Harris 
claire.harris@fticonsulting.com 
+32 (0) 2 289 09 44

Uk

Alex Deane 
alex.deane@fticonsulting.com 
+44 (0) 20 3727 1167

US

Tom Crawford 
tom.crawford@fticonsulting.com 
+1 202-567-2901

Brian Kennedy 
brian.kennedy@fticonsulting.com 
+1 202-346-8826

Jackson Dunn 
jackson.dunn@fticonsulting.com 
+1 202-589-3407

Elizabeth Alexander 
elizabeth.alexander@fticonsulting.com 
+1 202-346-8853

CAPITAL COMMUNICATIONS GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and 
transactional. FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work 
closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.

The views expressed in this article are those of the author(s) and not necessarily the views of FTI Consulting,  
its management, its subsidiaries, its affiliates, or its other professionals. 


